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I’ll now review the third (and last) topic to consider in one’s
generator quest: Ways to connect a generator. This should be
decided before any generator purchase because your choice of
the connection method will often dictate the type of generator
that will work best.
Please read the slide.
The cheapest, easiest way to connect a portable generator is by
means of extension cords and/or a generator cord. But again,
it’s a lifestyle decision. If you don’t mind the inconvenience of
pulling your refrigerator away from the wall and perhaps
occasionally tripping over extension cords, either of the first
two options will work. These options usually require active
power management to assure you don’t overload your
generator.
That said, the best and safest way is to connect a generator is
via a transfer switch. This involves re-wiring some of your
electrical system.
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A short primer on power cords: Every power cord has a current carrying
limit that also depends on the voltage transmitted and the cord’s length.
The gauges shown here only apply to cords up to 50-ft. in length.
I’ve made two wire-size selection charts (one for 240 V and one for
120V) based on both the cord length and the amount of current. They
are found at the end of the seminar presentation.
And remember: A code is not a target. It’s the absolute minimum
requirement. I suggest always going one gauge higher that the code
requires. (For example, all my electrical house wiring is rated one
common gauge higher than the code specifies.)
If it’s exposed to the elements, extension cords should be outdoor rated.
Also, the more copper strands per wire the better. Electron transfer
mainly takes place on the outer surface of a conductor, so the more
strands and surface area the better the conductivity. This also makes for
a more flexible cord.
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For any of these, the first job is to get the generator’s full output
power to the Power Inlet Box.
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This is how this connection is made.
Electricity flows from the generator to the power inlet box to
the transfer switch and then to either the selected devices in
your home or it can flow directly to the main loadcenter and
then to the selected devices in your home.
.
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On the left is a typical power inlet box. On the right you see a different
inlet box model affixed to the exterior of someone’s garage with the
generator’s full-power cord connected to it.
This need not be connected this way, though. One can see that the
loadcenter and transfer switch are on the garage wall in close proximity
to the garage door opening. It’s perfectly legal to mount the inlet box
inside a garage.
Close the garage door and its weather-stripping will contour around the
power cord and seal out both weather and the generator’s carbon
monoxide. Plus, the inlet box will not be subjected to bad weather,
which is a good idea. There are 2 things that don’t go well with
electricity and electronics: heat and moisture.
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This is an alternative. This is the generator cord inside my
generator closet. The lug connections are in the wall inside a
steel double-deep junction box. You can see the steal cover
plate.
If your loadcenter is in the garage, a hookup like this is cheaper,
more secure, moisture proof, and easier to use than installing a
regular inlet box.
Now, let’s review 5 different transfer switches.
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This is basically a double-pole, double-throw knife switch.
These switches are very heavy duty and very reliable….and very
large.
This Siemens unit is 21-inches wide x 37-inches high and almost
7-inched deep.
The switch arm is spring loaded in all positions.
Unfortunately, these photos don’t show any of the wiring that
gets hooked up to it.
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This is my safety switch with my main loadcenter shown in the
background.
PG&E power flows to the loadcenter when the switch arm is in the upper
position (as shown here), and generator power flows to the loadcenter
when the switch arm is in the lower position.
The photo on the right shows how a lock can be added to the switch
door. If you opt for a safety switch, I suggest buying one that has the
capability to lock the cabinet.
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Pros:
• Backfeeding: Backfeeding is an illegal way to power your home by connecting
a generator directly into a power outlet, thereby allowing electrical power to flow
in reverse—to your loadcenter and then back to the utility company. This can
seriously injure or kill a utility worker. A transfer switch assures that this cannot
happen by decoupling the utility service from your house wiring.
•
• Further, if you’re backfeeding when power is restored, PG&E will be sending
48,000W of power head-on to your generator. Remember that sine wave? The
two power sources will clash out of phase, and your generator will be destroyed
instantly.
•
• Bullet 3: The single cable is the one that connects the transfer switch to the main
loadcenter.
Cons:
• Overloading: The entire loadcenter will be energized unless you practice power
management (to assure that the selected circuits do not exceed your generator’s
power output.)
•
• Wattmeters: Wattmenters are very helpful for power management. You visually
see the total wattage that is being utilized by your devices. You can adjust the load
by simply flipping your circuit breakers to assure that the generator is not being
overloaded.
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This is your second option: The selective load transfer switch
Now lets take a close look at this:
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This is a package deal. The switch includes an inlet box and a generator
cable.
How it works:
The blue arrow is pointing to a row of 10 switches. Each is labeled on-offon, just line the Siemens and Cutler Hammer safety switches you saw
earlier. It’s like having a small safety switch for each desired circuit. Each
switch controls a single circuit in your main loadcenter that you choose to
have powered by your generator. The main loadcenter’s circuit breakers for
these circuits have been replaced by the row of circuit breakers you see
below the switches.
Also, this switch has a panel cover shown on the lower right. It allows one
to install the inlet plug right in the transfer switch enclosure. This is ideal if
your main loadcenter is in your garage. Less wiring and less wall graffiti.
Tip: If you choose this hookup option, always purchase a selective load
transfer switch that has at least one or two more circuits than you need to
allow for future changes in your home. It’s cheap and it prevents having to
later replace the transfer switch to accommodate additional circuits. Also,
make sure the switch can at least handle the entire power of your
generator.
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To rehash: Here’s the big picture again, and a selective load transfer
switch is the type depicted in this drawing. Also, notice the two vertical
mounted wattmeters on the left side of the transfer switch panel.
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This is your third option: Installing an Interlock Kit
This is technically a type of safety switch. These are retrofit devices.
The interlock kit’s sole function is to prevent backfeed by mechanically
disallowing both the main circuit breaker in your loadcenter and the
generator circuit breaker in that loadcenter from being energized at the
same time.
It usually involves modification to one’s main loadcenter or, if that’s not
possible, it’s installed in a subpanel close to the main loadcenter.
Upon inspection, one can see how this kit makes it impossible to have
both the main circuit breaker and the generator breaker on at the same
time. That 30A generator breaker connects to the generator’ power inlet
box.
There are many types and manufacturers of interlock kits. You need one
specific to the make and model of your loadcenter.
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This shows how an interlock loadcenter kit can be installed in a
panel where the generator breaker is directly below the main
breaker. Again, upon inspection, one ca see how it is impossible
to have both the main circuit breaker and the generator breaker
on at the same time.
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This loadcenter is unable to accommodate a double pole generator
breaker, hence an interlock kit is not possible.
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Assuming the main breaker in this panel is at the upper left, this panel
could be rewired to allow for an interlock kit by moving two existing
breakers adjacent to the main breaker to two unused spaces at the panel
bottom, thereby allowing for a generator breaker adjacent to the main
shutoff.
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This is your fourth transfer switch option: the automatic transfer switch.
This switch is actually more electronic than electric.
It’s mated to a specific standby generator so the switch and generator
can communicate with each other. The switch is also sized to handle the
generator’s maximum output power.
When mated with its companion generator, an automatic transfer switch
provides truly hands-off operation. The unit senses when a power failure
occurs or is about to occur—and starts the generator (usually within 10
seconds). The transfer time delay can often be customized to allow for
proper generator warm-up prior to power transfer to your loadcenter.
Then, once utility power is restored, and the switch senses that there are
no power fluctuations, the switch connects back to utility power. Then,
after a cooling down interval, the generator automatically shuts down.
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In this installation diagram you see that the automatic transfer switch is connected
to both the main loadcenter and a subpanel. With sufficient generator power,
though, the subpanel may not be needed. The switch and generator could power
the entire main loadcenter, just like the safety switches we saw earlier could.
As for the propane tank: I suggest purchasing your own storage tank. (Our 500
gal. tank paid for itself in about 3 years because I’m able to buy propane from any
supplier. Our propane costs us about $0.75-$1 per gallon less than any company
you could rent from.)
Also, I feel that a subterranean propane storage tank deserves consideration. It’s
not just for esthetics. These tanks are made to last 30-40 years. Such an
installation would also be virtually explosion proof.
Subterranean tanks have a special corrosion-resistant coating plus a cathodic
protection system. The cathodic system is tested every 3 years to assure the tank
is not corroding. (It’s tested by measuring the DC voltage between the tank, which
functions as a cathode, and a remote sack of magnesium—which functions as a
sacrificial anode.
http://www.pettank.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/03/cathode-protection.pdf
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Here’s a bit more information on automatic transfer switches and
standby gen-sets.
Each of these standby gen-sets includes a mating 200 A automatic
transfer switch. Many standby generators in a given series look
identical. These utilize the same chassis, base, protective housing, and
battery.
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Also: Many standby generators in the same series often look almost the
same internally as well. For that matter, the weight difference between
these two gen-sets is only about 15 lbs.
.
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And now for the last transfer switch under discussion – The Universal Transfer
Switch.
This is the new kid on the block (since 2012) and is currently available only
through Schneider Electric (under it’s APC brand name). This switch is also
more electronic than electric. It incorporates power protection intelligence
unlike other transfer switches.
Two things attach to the panel: The generator and a UPS unit—an
uninterrupted power supply exactly like one would use for a computer.
During an outage, the UPS unit supplies temporary short-term power to the
low-power circuit, or circuits, you desire.
You program the APC switch to select those low-power circuits you wish the
UPS to energize.
For example, if your generator is stored in the garage and rolled out onto your
driveway when needed, you could program the garage lights to be on the UPS
so that, in the event of an evening or nighttime outage, you could use both
hands to set up your generator without having to put a flashlight in your mouth
to do so.
The APC switch also has what the company calls Adaptive Load Management.
It prioritizes the circuits to receive generator power according to your own
preference. You set the circuits’ power priority.
If your generator is running close to maximum output, and someone uses an
additional device which would drive the generator into overload, the transfer
switch will instantly power down a pre-determined circuit to prevent that
overload. (Continued next page.)
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(Overflow from previous page.)
Example: Your generator is near maximum power load with your
refrigerator, lights, and well pump running. Someone decides to use
the microwave oven which would push the generator into overload.
The transfer switch will instantly cut off power to the refrigerator,
allowing the microwave to take preference. When the microwave
stops cooking, power is automatically restored to the refrigerator.
APC claims that this can give your generator up to about 20%
additional “headroom” before overload.
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A close look at how computer-like this transfer switch is. The
menu and programming are very user friendly.
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